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(Definition of occult from the Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary & Thesaurus © Cambridge University Press)

 

occult
adjective

UK  /əˈkʌlt /  /ˈɒk.ʌlt /  US  /ˈɑː.kʌlt /

relating to magical powers and activities, such as those of witchcraft and astrology:
 

She claims to have occult powers, given to her by some mysterious spirit.•
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occult
noun

UK  /əˈkʌlt /  /ˈɒk.ʌlt /  US  /ˈɑː.kʌlt /

 

 the occult [ S ]

the study of magic or mysterious powers
 

 SMART Vocabulary: related words and phrases

occult  |  AMERICAN DICTIONARY

(Definition of occult from the Cambridge Academic Content Dictionary © Cambridge University Press)

occult
adjective [ not gradable ]

US  /əˈkʌlt , ˈɑk·ʌlt /

relating to mysterious or supernatural powers and activities
 

occult

noun [ U ] US  /əˈkʌlt , ˈɑk·ʌlt /

The magazine is a quarterly (= one that is published four times a year) dedicated to tales of
the supernatural, horror, and occult.

•

EXAMPLES of occult

occult
Therefore, any attempt to relax the rules creates tremendous opposition, which has effectively
prevented most changes from occulting.

They are right that the occult in most of its many manifestations is far less authoritarian and
hierarchical than were the churches.

These examples are from corpora and from sources on the web. Any opinions in the examples do not represent the opinion of the
Cambridge Dictionary editors or of Cambridge University Press or its licensors.
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problems that someone has had in
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